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Abstract 

In 1742, Goldbach claimed that each even number can be shown by two primes. 
In 1937, Vinograd of Russian Mathematician proved that each odd large 
number can be shown by three primes. In 1930, Lev Schnirelmann proved that 
each natural number can be shown by M-primes. In 1973, Chen Jingrun proved 
that each odd number can be shown by one prime plus a number that has 
maximum two primes. In this article, we state one proof for Goldbach’s 
conjecture. 

1. Introduction 

Bertrand’s postulate state for every positive integer n, there is always 
at least one prime p, such that .2npn <<  This was first proved by 
Chebyshev in 1850, which is why postulate is also called the Bertrand-
Chebyshev theorem. 
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Legendre’s conjecture states that there is a prime between 2n  and 

( )21+n  for every positive integer n, which is one of the four Landau’s 

problems. The rest of these four basic problems are 

(i) Twin prime conjecture: There are infinitely many primes p such 
that 2+p  is a prime. 

(ii) Goldbach’s conjecture: Every even integer 2>n  can be written as 
the sum of two primes. 

(iii) Are there infinitely many primes p such that 1−p  is a perfect 
square? Problems (i), (ii), and (iii) are open till date. 

Legendre’s conjecture is proved (Sazegar [8]). 

In 1742, Goldbach claimed that each even number can be written as 
the sum of two primes. In 1930, Lev Schnirelmann proved that every 
even number 4≥n  can be written as the sum of at most 20 primes. This 
result was subsequently enhanced by many authors; currently, the best 
known result is due to Olivier Ramar, who in 1995 showed that every 
even number 4≥n  is in fact the sum of at most six primes. In fact, 
resolving the weak Goldbach conjecture will also directly imply that 
every even number 4≥n  is the sum of at most four primes (Sinisalo and 
Matti [9]). In 1937, Vinogradoff of Russian Mathematician proved that 
each odd large number can be written as the sum of three primes. Chen 
Jingrun showed in 1973 using the methods of Sieve theory that every 
sufficiently large even number can be written as the sum of either two 
primes, or a prime and a semiprime, (the product of two primes) (Chen 
[10]) e.g., .11723100 ×+=  

In 1975, Hugh Montgomery and Robert Charles Vaughan showed 
that “most” even numbers were expressible as the sum of two primes. 
More precisely, they showed that there existed positive constants c and C 
such that for all sufficiently large numbers N, every even number less 

than N is the sum of two primes, with at most cCN −1  exceptions. In 
particular, the set of even integers, which are not the sum of two primes 
has density zero. 
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Linnik proved in 1951, the existence of a constant K such that every 
sufficiently large even number is the sum of two primes and at most K 
powers of 2. Roger Heath-Brown and Jan-Christoph Schlage-Puchta in 
2002 found that 13=K  works (Heath-Brown and Puchta [11]). This was 
improved to 8=K  by Pintz and Ruzsa in 2003 (Pintz and Ruzsa [12]). 

Theorem. Every even large positive integer can be written as the sum 
of two primes.  

Before solving this theorem, we state some equations as follow: 

,11 mpN =−  

,22 mpN =−  

.  

.  

.  

.rr mpN =−  

That .,5,3 21 …== pp  

Notice that rp  is a large prime such that ,2 3232 NpN r ≤≤  notice 
that there is a prime in this interval, N is a large even number, and 

rmm ,,1 …  are composite odd numbers, otherwise our theorem is correct. 

We prove this theorem by induction and we assume that all 
rmm ,,1 …  are composite and we reach to a contradiction.  

To proceed to this proof, firstly, we use the following lemmas: 

2. Lemmas 

In this section, we present several lemmas, which are used in the 
proof of our main theorem. 

Before state the below lemmas, we write ,.. 12111 −≤ rr aaammm ……  

that 11 ,, −raa …  are composite odd numbers, less than ,1m  and may be 

equal or larger than rmm ,,2 …  for simplicity, we denote .01 am =  
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Notice that in below lemmas, we state the properties of these 
numbers. 

Lemma 2.1. If the number of composite odd numbers to be r so the 
number of total odd numbers (composite and prime) are at most ,49r  i.e., 

0a  is at most .291 rar +−  

Proof. Let p is a large prime number, we know from odd numbers 

,16,14,12,10,8,6,4,2, ++++++++ ppppppppp  

numbers 16,10,4 +++ ppp  are composite (we assume that 2+p  is 

prime), since obviously that 16,10,4 +++ ppp  are composite, but if  

15 += kp  so 14+p  is composite, if 25 += kp  so 8+p  is composite, if 
45 += kp  so 6+p  is composite, if 35 += kp  so 2+p  is composite 

but we assume that 2+p  is prime, so the number of composite odd 
numbers is 4, therefore if the number of composite odd numbers to be r, 
the number of total odd numbers is ,4945 rrr =+  so the total number 

is at most .29r  

Notice that with any method, the number of prime numbers is at 
most 5. 

Lemma 2.2. If ,2 3232 NpN r ≤≤  then for a large ,, Nr  we have 

.3320Nr ≥  

Proof. According to (Hardy and Wright [3]), there are constant 
numbers 1c  and 2c  such that ,loglog 21 rrcprrc r ≤≤  then 

101132 rpN r ≤≤  so .3320Nr ≥  

Lemma 2.3. All prime factors q, where Nq ≤≤3  appeared in 
numbers .,,,, 1210 −raaaa …  

Proof. Assume that there is a prime number like q′  has not 
appeared in ,1210 ,,, −raaaa …  so we can write ftqa +′=0  that 

Nqf <−′≤< 10  but since 3320Nr ≥  and Nq ≤′≤3  so fa −0  
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or qfa ′−−0  is one of numbers 121 ,, −raaa …  because 

0001 afaNaar <−<−<−  or 0001 2 aqfaNaar <′−−<−<−  

we know ( ) ( ).222 213320
0 NNraa r >=>=>=−    

Lemma 2.4. Let l denote the number of ,3 0aq ≤≤  are in odd 

composite numbers 1210 ,,,, −raaaa …  so ,4
9
q
rl ≤  for all .3 0aq ≤≤  

Proof. If ,3≥q  we have ,2
92 rqlaa ji ≤=−  so ,4

9
q
rl ≤  that l is 

the number of 3≥q  in numbers ,,,,, 1210 −raaaa …  which are 

composite odd numbers. 

Lemma 2.5. Let p is prime and f denote the number of ,iap ≥  in 

which 10 −≤≤ ri  are in ,,,,, 1210 −raaaa …  i.e., ,tpai =  that these 

numbers are odd composite numbers. 

So the number of such p are 

,9
49rf ≤  

or 

( ) ,53
91149

×
−

≤
rf  

or 

( ) ,73
15191149

×
−−

≤
rf  

.  

.  

.  

we continue this method to reach =×−−−−− 8931211151911 …  

,56.0almost  because we have r odd composite numbers. 
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Proof. If ,iap ≥  in which ,10 −≤≤ ri  that ,qpai =  so ≤− qar 1  

,0 qap ≤  in which .3 0aq ≤≤  Since the distance of between two odd 

numbers should be 2, so 222 01 −≤′=−≤−− qappqar  that p′  is 

prime but in ,444 01 −≤=−≤−− qawpqar w is not prime, so if 

,3=q  the number of such p is 

.9
49

2
1

3
2

32
29 rrf =××

×
≤  

But since ,iap ≥  only one ,iap ≥  in which ,10 −≤≤ ri  could be in 

,,,,, 1210 −raaaa …  so for ,5=q  

( ) .53
91149

×
−

≤
rf  

For ,7=q  

( ) ,73
15191149

×
−−

≤
rf  

we continue this method to reach =−−−−− 2671211151911 …  

.56.0almost  

Note. We have only 49r  odd numbers, since we say about iap ≥  

(this is new idea) not old idea, i.e., ,iaq ≤  for ,3=q  we have ( ) 949r  

such ,iap ≥  since we have only one such ,iap ≥  exist, if we have 

two such primes, i.e., iaqpp >21  and this is contradiction, so for 5=q  

49r  numbers changed to ( ) ( ) ,94949 rr −  for ,7=q  these numbers 

changed to ( ) ( ) ,154994949 rrr −−  we continue this method to reach 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,56.0almost89349154994949 =×−−−− rrrr …  since we have 

only r composite numbers. 

Lemma 2.6. We always have 

( ) ( ) ( ).log3log rr pNrpNN −>−− …  
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Proof. Since all numbers 1,,3 −−− rpNN …  are larger than 

,rpN −  this result is obvious. 

3. The Proof of Main Theorem 

Theorem. Every even large positive integer can be written as the sum 
of two primes. 

Proof. Let all even numbers smaller than N be represented by two 
primes by induction, and we assume that all 1210 ,,,, −raaaa …  are 

composite odd numbers, and we reach to a contradiction. 

According to (Hardy and Wright [3]), there is a prime factor like         

q that for any composite odd numbers ,,,, 210 …aaa  ,,1 ir aqa ≤−       

in which .10 −≤≤ ri  

Now, we use the above results to reach a contradiction. According to 
Lemma 2.4, 

( ) ( ) ( ).log3log rr pNrpNN −>−− …  

According to Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, and for a large r and N, we have 

( ) ( )
( )

.538933 53
91149

9
49

89
49

3
49

……… ×××××≤−− ×
−rrrr NNpNN r  

We continue to reach .56.0almost2671211151911 =−−−−− …  

Hence, we have 

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) .log73
151911

53
911

9
149log49log 893 Nurq

qrpNr qr ++
×
−−

+
×
−

++<− ∑ ≤≤
…  

So by refer to (Hardy and Wright [3]), <∑ <≤ q
q

wq
log

3  ,log cw +  

that c is positive constant number, so 

( ) ( ) .log85.04989log49log NcpN r ++<−  
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Then for a large N, 

,9.0
rpNN +<  

but by our assume ,2 32Npr ≤  so we have 

,2 329.0 NNN +<  

and this is a contradiction for a large N. 
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